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Abstract
Cryptocurrency was �rst began to use in 2009 and features technology such as blockchain that is used in
the development of smart cities. Game theory play an important role when designing secure economic
system such as Bitcoin. In this paper, we study a dynamic game model of brand advertising in
continuous time with the �nite time horizon. The total payoff or pro�t of players or �rms is discounted
over time and the rate at which the �rms attract the customers from its rival, called attraction rate, is
taken from the economic theory of contest. As a novelty of our game model, the attraction rate of a �rm
depends on both: player’s or �rm’s advertising effort and the advertising effort of players or �rm’s rivalry.
We solve the game for Stackelberg equilibrium (with the leader and follower differing by information
and/or the sequence of choosing strategies) as well as for Nash equilibrium. Further, we graphically
compare the results obtained for the Stackelberg and the Nash equilibrium. Surprisingly, we have
obtained that if the revenue per unit of market share is equal for Nash and Stackelberg equilibrium then
the results for Nash player 1 overlaps with the leader and the results for Nash player 2 overlaps with
follower. Finally, we present the application of our dynamic game model in the cryptocurrency market
where two �rms compete with each other for the cryptocurrency market share.
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